
SCC FOR
BUSINESS PARTNERING

Business Partners are challenged to react to their customers’ 
changing requirements quickly and at an affordable cost. SCC 
is able to support Business Partners by delivering a range of 
cloud solutions which can be flexed up and down alongside 
changing requirements, and are charged on a consumption 
based model, meaning customers only pay for what they use.

By working together we can create competitive advantages 
for customers through the utilisation of innovative IT, which 
solves real business challenges. SCC takes great pride in its 
excellent partner relationships which have been established 
and developed over many years. Our relationships are based 
on trust, delivery, innovation, and a commitment to getting 
things done.

Many organisations are faced with the burgeoning challenge 
of supporting a legacy infrastructure that upholds business-
critical data and applications. Moving to a full cloud solution 
is often not feasible without a number of stepped changes, 
ongoing infrastructure investments, and risk of unplanned 
downtime. At the same time there is a need to ensure services 
are highly resilient, continually available, physically secure, 
and fully supported.

SCC’S COLOCATION SERVICES

SCC’s colocation solution gives Business Partners and their customers the 
flexibility of owning their own infrastructure, but without having to provide the 
physical space, power, cooling capacity, or in-house technical resource to keep it 
secure and functioning at its best.

DATA CENTRE AND CLOUD

Colocation



Working with SCC our business partners and their customers            
benefit from:

• Data sovereignty compliance
• Data secured up to Official (or IL2 and IL3) security standards
• 24x7 service desk coupled with competitive Service Level 

Agreements providing support
• Easily scale the IT infrastructure dependent on application  

or business environments
• Provides intelligences to inform customers on consumption  

and usage
• Consumption based pricing creating cost savings
• A flexible service bespoke to the customers’ requirements, 

including a full or part managed service, or a hosted service
• Data centres have private connections to public cloud services 

including Azure, AWS, and Office 365.

KEY BENEFITS

• UK owned and operated data centres
• Data centres built to robust standards and certified to ISO27001  

Information Security Management processes and ISO22301     
Business Continuity Management

• Complete portfolio of managed data centre services including: 
Colocation, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a 
Service (PaaS), and Backup as a Service

• Comprehensive Service Level Agreements
• Detailed end-to-end service reporting with monthly total cost of 

ownership and utilisation recommendations report
• 24x7 Service Desk support with proactive service monitoring and 

alerting of IT infrastructure 24x7
• Carrier neutral with diverse connectivity and interconnects into 

a wide range of carrier networks including BT, Vodafone, TalkTalk 
Business, KCOM, and Virgin Media.

KEY FEATURES

By hosting the hardware in SCC’s accredited data centres, customers receive 
tangible benefits by minimising running costs, avoiding the need for capital 
expenditure on infrastructure upgrades and enabling companies to explore the 
potential of technology innovations.

SCC’s colocation service allows businesses to benefit from the economies of 
scale that come from sharing power, cooling, and data centre floor space with 
other tenants, whilst allowing each individual customer full control over their own 
equipment. We guarantee a secure and flexible colocation solution that is tailored 
to the unique requirements of the customers’ business, which can include core, 
production, test and development, backup, and disaster recovery.

Why Partner with SCC?

SCC owns and manages three award-winning UK Data Centres accredited to keep 
data secure to Official and Official Sensitive (IL2 and 3) security standards, and 
we are a Top 3 UK data centre and cloud services provider. Our Data Centres sit 
on our national fibre optic network Platform One. Platform One connects through 
our secure and resilient backbone into SCC’s cloud infrastructures, to ensure the 
availability and security of our colocation customers’ infrastructures.

CONTACT
businesspartnering@scc.com


